Cortical plasticity following nerve transfer in the upper extremity.
With increasing clinical experience, peripheral nerve surgeons have come to appreciate the important role that cortical plasticity and motor relearning play in functional recovery following a nerve transfer. Neurostimulation (transcranial magnetic stimulation), and neuroimaging (functional MRI, structural MRI, magnetoencephalography) measure different aspects of cortical physiology and when used together are powerful tools in the study of cortical plasticity. The mechanisms of cortical plasticity, according to current and widely accepted opinions, involve the unmasking of previously ineffective connections or the sprouting of intact afferents from adjacent cortical or subcortical territories. Although significant strides have been made in our understanding of cortical plasticity following nerve transfer and during motor relearning, a great deal remains that we do not understand. Cortical plasticity and its manipulation may one day become important contributors to improve functional outcome following nerve transfer.